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ABOUT

ABOUT THE FOUNDER

Established in 2013, Fabelab is a playful organic Scandinavian
children’s interior brand, which believes in creating high quality,
innovative and responsibly-made products for a cosy and creative
home.
Fabelab stems from a world of imagination, and our name is
created by two seemingly opposite words: fable and laboratory.
Our ideas originate from this playful, experimental space where
dreams inspire an imaginative landscape of multi-purpose
products, that allow children and their families to grow and
develop together, gathering stories and valuable childhood
memories along the way.

Fabelab’s Founder Michaela is an Austrian architect-turneddesigner and a mother of two. Her dream has been to make
functional, aesthetic, sustainable and long-lasting interior design
and products for kids.
Michaela is explorative, creative, innovative and playful in her
approach to design. At the same time, she combines her love for
children and their sparkling universe with trends in the fashion and
design world.
From the beginning, Michaela has made an effort to keep an
honest and sustainable approach to design, always with a keen
eye on all the little details. It’s not just about design, but how the
products come to life.
Combining her skills and passion as an architect and scenographer,
Michaela’s design process is holistic and functional with a twist of
the intangible imaginary universe that resides in the child in all of
us.

MICHAELA WEISSKIRCHNER-BARFOD

WE CREATE
Starting from our award-winning blanket (Playfold Bird), we have
grown our Fabelab family of products to interior pieces and toys
for children. From beautifully stitched mobiles to handy tote bags
and cuddly animals. Our universe is playful, magical and above all,
functional.

Born and raised in Vienna, Michaela moved to Denmark in 2005
and now lives in Copenhagen with her Danish husband and their
two girls .

WE DREAM
Our point of departure is an experimental laboratory where fables
and fairytales play an important role. We are in awe of children’s
creativity and imagination. Tapping into this world, we dream about
dreamy unicorns, friendly dragons, lazy bears and magical fairies.
Our dream is to create a playful universe where your imagination
can run wild.
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MICHAELAS FIVE FAVOURITES THIS SEASON:

WE BELIEVE
We believe in high quality products and innovative design. We
want to contribute to our children’s imagination. Our products
encourage play, experimentation and creativity. We believe in
the power of storytelling and therefore our products have a story
behind them.
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2. Buddy Dragon - This new character plays a leading role in this
season’s story about hidden places and magic. It is what first inspired
me to create a playful universe for boys.

3
WE CARE
The majority of our products are made with organic cotton from
our GOTS-certified partner in India. Wherever possible, we
use corn fibre filling instead of polyester filling. We also try to
reduce plastic waste in every way possible. When it comes to
sustainability, every step helps to create a better planet for our
kids. We like to think of each product as an individual, just like you
and your child. Our products are made with love and based on
sustainable beliefs, organic materials and attention to detail.
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1. Blanket Rainbow - A perfect combination of our love for colours,
shapes, poetic storytelling and the most beautiful handcraft.

3. Doll Pram - A contemporary version of one of my oldest, dearest
and most trustworthy childhood toys.
2
1

4. Play Purse - These playfully shaped bags hide a little world inside
and will surprise and inspire any kid to hours of play.
5. Pocket Friends - No one can resist the cuteness of all things
miniature and these tiny loveable characters, they can be part of so
many stories!
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WELCOME TO THE
LAND OF FABELAB
…a land of imagination, lovely
creatures, a little bit of magic
and endless possibilities.
We found our fairytale creatures in the woods, deep inside where
the trees are dark green, the forest floor is soft and covered in
leaves and the sun bathes them in a magical warm light filtered
through the branches.
Way up north where the dragons live, we go and wonder what
happened to the adventures we were on a long time ago.
Forgotten times when elves lived in the forest and wizards and
witches invited us into their cosy and colourful homes.
Our childhood place where we believe in magic, surrounds
us - dare to get lost and come and visit the places where our
creatures live, deep in the forest, up in the clouds and under
water.
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DRAGON MOUNTAIN
Follow us into the Dragon Mountains, where our story begins this
year.
Meet the Friendly Dragon, be a brave knight, or become friends
with a Forest elf.
Look around and find the Lush Leaf and the Sleepy Acorn to build
a soft world of imagination for role play and as an imaginative
backdrop for many adventures to come.
At Dragon Mountain, only our own imagination sets the limit.
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Big hearted
dragon will always
be loved even if he
spits a little fire
when angry
Look at my back...

Come and play in the dragon castle - let it be a wooden
playhouse or a pillow fort in the corner of the kid’s room.
All dressed up, one as a dragon with the Dragon Wings, one
as a knight with Sword and Shield, will the boys fight and
wrestle until they burst out in laughter?
Or will they be friends accompanying each other on the
greatest adventures through the Land of Fabelab?
Whatever they chose to be, our new Dragon Wings, Sword
and Shield and plenty of cushions, swaddles, ponchos and
blankets will invite to roleplay and storytelling, which is an
important activity in every kid’s upbringing.
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for all adventurous
children...
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Make your
own cool
battlefield

Your dragon friends will help
you guard your safe place

PL AY
Be a knight...

...or a dragon
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ENCHANTED
FOREST
At the edge of the Enchanted Forest by the olive green trees, the
children collect flower petals and herbs to mix elixirs, potions and
flower perfumes.
Curiously, they will examine the collected flowers and pretend
they have magic powers.
The Forest Elf, who cares for all forest creatures and knows the
importance of protecting nature, will secretly help them and
introduce the wonders of magic while doing so.
He will lead us to a cosy hut deep in the forest, filled with
rich colours, curiosities and collected goods giving a sense of
homemade crafts, warmth and love.
After our adventures, we can cuddle up in colorful patchwork
blankets and listen to the sound of the wind in the leaves and the
animals of the forest.

A little display of nature treasures,
woodland creatures and flower prints
creates the Enchanted Forest mood
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Children’s imagination is
boundless and admirable,
always able to create a
space to complete their
play and imaginative
universes

SECRET
PL ACES

Create lovely childhood
memories through play
and happy moments with
friends
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Our soft cushions create
a little colourful village for
teddies and dolls to live in

LITTLE VILLAGE
In our Little Village, soft huts and houses are the perfect backdrop
for hours of imaginary play with dolls and teddies.
Not only are these House Cushions decorative in every kid’s
room, they will spark kids’ imagination and be part of a story.
Maybe a story about a little Superhero flying above the roofs at
night, keeping an eye on every sleeping child and protecting them
from any harm and bad dreams.
Or a story about the attic of a little hut, home to the sleepy Bat,
our little Superhero’s faithful friend who is always by his side.
When the sun goes down and the stars come up, he will wake up
and spread his beautiful wings.
The Little Village cushions can be mixed and matched with all Fabelab
colours, bedding, blankets and soft toys

When it´s time for a nap for our
darling sleepy Bat, gently wrap
his wings around him, close them
together with a small attached
push-button and hang him upside
down to take a rest.
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Our new little sweetheart,
the Dragonfly, has wings with
crinkled paper to play with and
long legs to cuddle

RAINBOW VALL
RAINBOW VALLEY
Wrapping baby in our
delicate Rainbow Swaddle
made in organic cotton

Rainbow Valley is where the sky meets the Happy Fields and
rainbows burst in the most beautiful colours.
It is a place to dream and believe in the small moments of magic
in our everyday life.
On a stroll over the rainbow, we’ll meet the Rainbow Fairy and her
friend, the beautiful little Dragonfly.
Can you spot the Rainbow Fairy, having a tea party with the Tooth
Fairy, who is the keeper of childhood memories in every tooth she
collects, in her little golden-dotted pouch.
Rainbow Valley is made of the purest organic unbleached cotton,
adding warmth, softness and a light magical feel to the baby’s
surroundings. Touches of rainbow and soothing colours create a
whimsical and playful mood.

Soft and colourful
treasures for the
littlest ones
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The Starfish
Rattle has similar
characteristics as
our popular Octopus
Rattle and is an
inviting toy for babies
to develop their fine
motor skills

LUCKY
OCEAN

In and around the Lucky Ocean, we meet our coastal creatures,
the ones we already know, and the new ones, like a beautiful little
Starfish Rattle.
We dive into the ocean and meet the little Mermaid Fairy, who
encourages us to believe in our dreams.
Small explorers go on adventures with the Ship Blanket. The
beautiful patchwork blanket folds into an origami paper boat.
The colours and pattern on the blanket are inspired by the ocean,
sailboats and the coast.The wanderlust for new places as well as a
compass to guide you home again, is what lies within the design.

What is this, the Little
Mermaid Fairy has taken
off her tail and is now
sunbathing!!
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The beautiful Activity
Mats are entertaining
for both babies as well as
older children who can
transform the landscapes
into imaginative universes
for their small friends.

A C T I V I T Y M AT

The Fabelab dolls
love to play in the
Rainbow Valley
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The small Activity Mats stimulate the little ones’ senses, as they
can touch and explore the various textile and tactile parts. They
are small maps of the Fabelab landscapes and later they can
double as scenery for our favourite dolls and animals to play with.
They feature short fabric strips to hang them onto a crib to
entertain the little ones and engage them in exploring colours,
shapes and tactile sensations.
The Activity Mats are the perfect size to take when on the go or
travelling.
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A COLOURFUL LOVESTORY
Deeply rooted in the Scandinavian design tradition, our baby basics
are made to be timeless essentials, to be passed on for generations
to come.

The new olive colour
is inspired by the
story about Dragon
Mountain and the
Enchanted Forest and
it complements our soft
baby basics perfectly
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Our baby basics carry our little ones through the first precious
years. Featuring a mix of bold and soft colours, we provide a
minimalistic and calm base to the new family’s daily routine.
Our basics are always made from 100% GOTS certified
organic cotton, to achieve the purest touch for your little one.
With a sophisticated colour range in bibs, cuddles, swaddles,
towels and more, you can mix and match colours and pieces
to create the perfect mood for your baby. Our colours are
inspired by the world around us. Drawing from what we find in
nature, translated into an imaginative universe of creatures and
landscapes, we bring warmth and stories into the room.
We love combining this season’s colours with the existing range,
such as the warm earthy cinnamon paired with the fresh foggy
blue or the deep and natural olive colour paired with the ever
popular ochre.
Our range of basic products provides the possibility for modern
and exciting colour stories that bend the gender norms, allow
for individuality and can be beautifully combined with the playful
Fabelab soft toys and dolls.
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THE
FABELAB
RAINBOW
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SPRING IN THE RAINBOW VALLEY
Spring is here and the sun comes out to play again. Flowers and
trees bloom, showing all their delicate colours, shades of soft
pastels and fresh greens. The chubby little rain cloud hops around
the sky, dripping some rain here and there, creating the most
magical rainbows. The sky is covered in beautiful light reflected
from the colourful rainbows, and the magic begins.
Here in the Rainbow Valley, Unicorns and pretty Fairies live side
by side, always accompanied by their dearest little friend, the
Dragonfly.

In spring, the theme is baby basics, we decorate with fresh soft
pastels, flower petals and our range of unicorns and rainbows.
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In summer, we decorate with warm tones and contrasting blues,
themed around our underwater creatures, travel accessories and
collected shells and stones.

SUMMER BY THE LUCKY OCEAN
Summer by the Lucky Ocean will be a great adventure and where
new precious memories can be made. The warm and pretty sun
in the cloudless blue sky shines on our dear friends, who live in
and by the Lucky Ocean. Here we meet our coastal creatures
that we all know so well, and this year more friends will join. They
all play together in harmony, and enjoy the water splashing in the
ocean. Summertime is vacation and carefree days, enjoying the
wonderful and precious life.
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AUTUMN IN THE ENCHANTED FOREST
Autumn has arrived at The Enchanted Forest where magical
creatures live. All the trees turn into a wealth of beautiful colors
and create a fairy tale universe. The loving and empathetic Dragon
sits by the wooden castle, watching the little boys fight as brave
knights with their Sword and Shield. On our way to the cosy hut,
deep in the forest, we meet some wonderful friends who can help
to build a soft world of imagination for role play, and as scenery for
many adventures to come.

In autumn, we love greens and ochre and the new cinnamon colour
combined with clay. The forest theme is emphasized by leaves,
branches, acorns and pine cones found in the woods.
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IN
THE
FOREST
Follow us and get inspired on instagram
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WINTER IN THE LITTLE VILLAGE
When winter comes, we find shelter in the colourful houses
and huts in the Little Village. The soft cushions provide the best
protection against the cold winter weather. They invite to create
a whole new universe that our friends can come to visit.
The charming and playful Bat looks adorable hanging upside
down when it curls up and goes to sleep.
A scent of cookies and cinnamon is in the air and the snowflakes
fall quietly upon the landscape, when the little Superhero and
the Winter Fairy meet in between the sparkling stars.

Winter is about creating cosy soft spaces inside, warm earthy tones
paired with unbleached cotton and fresh cold greys, decorated with
hints of snow and winter activities.
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PUPPET THEATRE
STORY - PLAY INSPIRATION
The Little Dragon gets lost in the woods.
Here he meets the Shy Fawn, who is frightened by the dangerous
dragon she has heard tales of.
She runs away to find her friend the Lazy Bear, who is comforting
and strong to protect her.
Together they feel strong enough to go back and talk to the little
dragon, who is miserable and wants to go back to his Dragon
Mountain, but he does not know the way.

The hanging Puppet Theatre features two curtains
that can be opened for the start of the show.
It comes in a practical cardboard tube and is
perfect for all aspiring puppeteers. It can be used
by both children and adults.
Puppets: Dragon, Unicorn, Bear, Fawn

USE OUR STORY
AS INSPIRATION
TO MAKE UP
YOUR OWN LINES
AND SCENERY

They must find a way to get up to the high mountains, but they seem
scary and dark and too high to climb, so for now they cuddle up and
sleep together under the trees and a big mushroom.
The next day, they go to Rainbow Valley to ask their friend Darling
Unicorn, if she can help finding the way to Dragon Mountain. She
nods and shows them a fun path - they hop over the rainbow and the
clouds to reach the dragon’s home at last.
Now they are all friends and learned that the dragon is not
dangerous. They will from this day forward visit each other now and
then to go on new adventures.

Most kids love to put on a good show. Dancing, singing, magic,
theater; it doesn’t matter. If you are willing to be an audience
member they’ll have a show to share.
The new Puppet Theatre is a great toy for kids, their friends and
families and will keep them entertained and engaged for hours.
Hang it in the doorway, under a bunk bed or outside on the
branches of a tree.
It is beneficial for kids to practise the skill of storytelling. It is also
important to practice social skills such as waiting for their turn,
empathy and engagement when watching a play.
Of course, they can also get creative in crafting new puppets,
props and scenery fitting their stories.
Keep an eye on www.minimakers.dk for ideas and craft templates.
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Dolls
and
Fairies
STORY TELLING
Our dolls and fairies come to life through storytelling and all across
our photos in small hidden scenes. We believe in every child’s
imagination, in the magic they can create around them and in the
imaginative play where they disappear into worlds of their own.
Our dolls and fairies can be part of these worlds and ignite a spark
to invent stories and encourage them to use their imagination.

“Our dolls and fairies come to
life in small hidden scenes”
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When the Forest Elf looks
through the microscope he
discovers hidden treasures
and secrets to share with you.
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Forest Elf
cares for all forest
creatures and knows
the importance of
protecting nature

Mermaid Fairy
encourages you to
believe in your
dreams

Little Wizard
helps you to find
your inner magic
powers

Did you know that each of
our dolls has a special “gift”
Quiet Fawn
gives you the
courage to follow
your own path

Every Fabelab doll has a special “gift”, a carefully picked
character trait, that supports the individual child when
they are in need of comfort or are challenged.
In each doll’s individual packaging, they sit on a little swing
dangling from a characteristic shape. The Rainbow Fairy’s
swing is hanging from a rainbow, the Mermaid from a shell
and the Forest Elf from a leaf.
We put a lot of effort into tailoring a little story for each of
our characters and communicating it through the design
of the packaging and the narrative that follows with it.
The packaging is made from cardboard, with no use of
plastic.

Tooth Fairy
is a keeper of
childhood memories
contained within
every tooth she
collects
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Darling Unicorn
adds a little bit of
magic to your
adventures

lovely
Rainbow Fairy
brings colour into
stormy days

Brave little
Super Hero shares
his superpowers to
fight for what you
believe in
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

3 DIFFERENT

PLAY PURSES

WITH A WORLD
HIDDEN INSIDE...

One of our favourite additions
to our existing beloved dolls and
fairies is the Play Purse - a little
bag to carry with you, with your
doll, clothes, accessories.
When you open it up, it unfolds
into a little playscape or play
blanket with a bed and sweet
characters that live in our favourite
landscapes: the Enchanted Forest,
the Rainbow Valley and the Lucky
Ocean.
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BIG

dolls

Our new Big Dolls Apple and Berry are made
from organic cotton, filled with corn fibre filling
and are irresistibly cuddly!
The new size, cute looks and soft cotton terry
make them playful and incredibly huggable.
We design our dolls to be friends for life, timeless,
with a contemporary look, an artisan feel and an
openness for interpretation.

The little Pull Waggon is
beautifully handcrafted
from bleached wickerwork
and doubles as a stylish
storage basket as well as
a fun little trolley to take
toys for a stroll.
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The new dolls have inspired us to design a lovely
and contemporary Doll Pram in handmade
wickerwork with a hint of vintage and inspired
by our own childhood memories.
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New small friends with

a HUGE heart...

POCKET FRIENDS
Have you ever looked closely at the bottom of your
pocket? Did you know that we, the little fabulous and
faithful Pocket Friends live exactly there? The size of us
might seem unimpressive – but our faithfulness and imagination, is great, I promise you. Especially if you invite us
into your life. Are you ready to play with me and my family
of little faithful pocket friends?
Let me tell you a little bit more about us. The pocket
friends do not eat food – however we love hugs and
kisses. This you must remember! We do not need to drink
anything either, we quench the thirst when you tell us
about all your wonderful dreams.

The wonderful thing about us is, that you can bring us
everywhere. Take me with you when you travel to other
countries – or simply if you travel in your imagination.
Or from your mom to your dad – if they do not live
together. We can bring continuity into your life, and follow
you wherever you might go. If you feel unsafe, just put
your hand in your pocket – and I promise that I will keep it
warm and protect you.
The magic thing about me is that I, besides being faithful,
also can be your friendly reminder. I tell you, not all kids
need the same kind of reminders. Some children have to
be reminded exactly how brave they are – and some need
to be reminded to hold on to their imagination.
How can I remind you of something important?

I hope that I can
stay in your warm
pocket full of love?
...By the way – in a pocket
everything is possible.
Did I forget to tell you that
I can also keep a secret?
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MINIMAKERS DIY FOR OUR POCKET FRIENDS
The little Pocket Friends are very curious, playful and like
to try themselves at different skills or travel to imaginary
places.
Maybe the Bear and the Unicorn want to go camping one
day to see more of the world - to a place where there are
cacti and succulents and the sun is shining.
With the MiniMakers by Fabelab craft kits, it’s easy to
make a little caravan, tipi tent and accessories for all their
adventures.

Maybe the fairies want to open a little bakery with
delicious cupcakes.
Or make a little house for your Pocket Friend to live in
when it is not in your pocket.

At www.minimakers.dk and @fabelab.minimakers you can
find more ideas and inspiration for sustainable crafts and
creative projects with kids.

D I Y CRAFT S
FOR OUR
POCKET
FRIENDS

GET INSPIRED AT WWW.MINIMAKERS.DK
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CHRISTMAS
T H AT C H R I S T M A S S P I R I T !
“The holidays are our favourite time of the year at Fabelab.
It’s the season of togetherness, crafting and excitement.
What started with one Christmas calendar became a cheerful
universe filled with woodland animals, fairytale colours and rich
textures. Our unique and popular calendars encourage storytelling
and are complemented with fun tree blankets, soft ornaments,
and Christmas stockings.
A mix of nostalgic traditions and modern elements create fond
holiday memories to look back on.”
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“The very first Christmas, what a special kind of one,
the gathering of precious memories has only just begun,
and even though you’re still much too small,
to really know the meaning of it all,
from the time you get up,
till you go nighty night,
my darling angel, my love, my sweet child,
let these be your childhood memories oh so bright”
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1

Boy

1

1

With the sword at hand and a shield to protect, the
boys are ready to fight a playful battle.
The Dragon Wings are on, and the enemy is lying in
wait.
The scene is set and a universe created - let the games
begin and the imagination run freely. The friendly and
cute looking Dragon Buddy sits by the side of the
knight, once and again practising to spew fire like the
great dragons he heard so many stories about.. Above
in the stars in the dark and mysterious sky, the Bat
floats around, watching the boys, and somewhere, out
there, the little Superhero is watching, making sure
that everybody is happy and safe.

2

8

2

7
3

Baby
The adorable little baby, so curious and ready to
challenge the world.
He reaches out for the Starfish and the Dragonfly two new best friends in life.
Their arms and wings have scratchy paper inside,
entertaining and fun to grab and squeeze.
He giggles as he tries to taste the arms of the Starfish,
without concern for mom, as she knows that every
product from Fabelab is tested, organic and chemical
free.
It’s time to play. The little activity mats with the most
beautiful landscapes trigger imagination in the littlest
ones and the various shapes and colours to explore
stimulate fine motor skills.

7

6

3
5

6

4

5

4

GIFT GUIDES

GIFT GUIDES

Girl

10

Theater, puppets and a world of fantasy. These are the
tools needed for older children to make up their own
fairy tales filled with drama, love and stories about
great friendships. With the most charming characters
as hand puppets, Dragon, Fawn, Bear and Unicorn, it is
time to let the imagination flow.
And then it’s time for school again - remember the
gym bag and your lunch- and off they go.
Sleepovers with their friends and plans every day, time
flies by, and they grow up so quickly.

15

12

10
14

11

Schoolkid

9

In the lush fairy garden, amongst berries and
mushrooms, fruits and flowers, live the magic fairies.
Such an enchanted place where every little girl can
create a magical world for the doll and their friends.
With a firm grip onto each other’s hands, they are
ready for an adventure.They walk by the sea, waving
at the mermaid and her coastal friends. On to the
rainbow valley where the unicorn and wizard live, and
home again. A wonderful day in the fairy tale world has
come to an end and it is time to sleep as she kisses her
dolls goodnight.

9

13

1 Shield and Sword · 2 Wings, Dragon · 3 Buddy, Dragon · 4 Rattle, Bat · 5 Doll, Superhero · 6 Cushion, hut · 7 Wall Pocket · 8 Pull Wagon · 9 Cushion, Mushroom
· 10 Doll Bedding, Shell · 11 Big Doll, Berry · 12 Play Purse, Rainbow · 13 Doll, Wizard · 14 Bed Pocket · 15 Doll Pram
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8

14

11
12
13

1 Rattle, Starfish · 2 Rattle, Dragonfly · 3 Swaddle, Rainbow, 2 pack · 4 Ruffle Bib, Berry, 3 pack · 5 Fabric Book, Nature Adventure · 6 Soft Rattle, Dragon · 7 Bedding
Cinnamon · 8 Activity Blanket, Woods · 9 Puppet Theater · 10 Hand Puppet, Deer · 11 Gym bag · 12 Rope Purse cinnamon · 13 Play Purse, Leaf · 14 Doll, Forest Elf
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S U S TA I N A B L E F O C U S
We believe in slow living,
not fast consumerism
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THE OFFCUTS COLLECTION
-every piece matters

S U S TA I N A B L E F O C U S
SUSTAINABILITY AS A DESIGN PROCESS
Being sustainable is something we truly mean
Making a difference in the design is not everything – how the
products are being brought to life is equally important!
From the beginning the founder of Fabelab, Michaela
Weisskirchner-Barfod, has made an effort to keep an honest and
sustainable approach to the design and production of the Fabelab
collections, and as she says: “At Fabelab we believe that when
it comes to sustainability every big and small step along the way
helps to create a better planet for our kids”
But the journey to a sustainable practice is no easy feat!
For Fabelab, sustainable design is about using the right materials,
ensuring proper treatment of workers, as well as the lifespan of the
product, which is why we produce multi-functional products that
grow with the child made by manufacturers we respect.
Our products are always based on 100% GOTS certified organic
cotton and we try to fill our products with organic cotton or
recycled polyester wherever possible but of course the washing
and longevity of our products matter. We are proud that our small
buddies and soft rattles are filled with corn fibre, which is the most
well rounded natural option for washing and retaining the shape
and life of the product.
With plastic waste being a top concerns in our industry, we
switched to biodegradable bags to protect our products during
transportation.
This year we have made the improvement to replace the plastic
bags with bags made of sugarcane, produced in Denmark. Our
shipping pockets are also made from recycled film and are carbon
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neutral for all our own webshop orders.
When we say our products are timeless, we refer to our process
of being conscious of not just the quality, but the colour schemes
from each collection, ensuring they match the previous and
upcoming collections colours. This way, you can keep the pieces
from previous collections and pair them with our upcoming ones.
Another way we define timeless, is by creating multi purpose
designs. Our playmats can be used by kids of all ages, even just a
stable for the whole household. Our Swaddles, which are often
first used to swaddle the baby, can later be used as a fashionable
scarf for the older kids.
As with our new Offcuts Collection, we do not believe in throwing
the packaging away. We want children to use their imagination,
get creative and make playful things out of what others might just
throw away. That is why we currently have several DIY packaging
tutorials on our minimakers website.
Michaela’s future vision is that all of our packaging will contain
a creative way to be reused by the kids.
Every day we think about what we can do even better than the
day before, and what changes we can make in the direction of
transforming Fabelab into becoming 100% sustainable.
We want to help the world to become a better place for our
children and the next generations to come to grow up in - this is
our biggest dream for the future!

THE OFFCUTS COLLECTION
We at Fabelab want to make a difference, we want to contribute to
caring for the environment and be part of building a global mindset
about sustainability, reducing waste and recycling.
When textile products are made, the factory ends up with waste
and fabric scraps, called “offcuts”. In most cases, unfortunately,
these are just thrown away. At Fabelab, we have decided to
change the production process significantly, and instead of
wasting fabric, we will use every last centimetre.
We are beyond excited to announce that we, in collaboration
with our faithful and skilled GOTS certified Indian suppliers, have
chosen to reuse the fabric residues of our own productions and
turn them into beautiful unique products. We provide ideas and
drawings for the products and they let us know how much of
which colour we have to work with.
Since the small unique products will be made from the fabric
that is left, no two pieces are alike. Each piece is assorted and a
collective item.
We call it the Offcuts Collection.
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“Every child has the right
to play and to create good
and long lasting childhood
memories”
CHARITY

www.anukruti.org

FABELAB SUPPORTS CHARITY PROJECTS IN INDIA
Every child has the right to play and to create good and long
lasting childhood memories…
Unfortunately not every child has that opportunity!

our very best each day to create the right products for babies and
young children. Our mission is to encourage children to use their
imagination and create their own little happy space, which goes
very well hand in hand with the project of Anukruti.

Mumbai has an estimated 20 million residents, and a large part
of the population lives below the poverty line, including a lot of
children, without any place to unfold their creativity, play and
create their own little fantasy worlds.

The organization was founded in 2013 by Martina M. Spies, an
architect from Vienna, Austria. She researched several slums
within the megacity where she met many children without any
spaces to play. This revelation motivated Martina to set up a
community-focused, hands-on organisation building playgrounds
in the slums of Mumbai. In just three years, Anukruti has already
built nine temporary and permanent playgrounds, which they call
Urban Flowers. Donations and private funds support to make this
possible.

Also on the very important subject of sustainability, Fabelab
and Anukruti share the same passion; wanting to make a
difference for the environment, always with an effort to do it
even better tomorrow than today. The Playgrounds of Anukruti
are predominantly made of recycled material like tyres, bamboo,
metal and ropes, and the products of Fabelab are all made of
100% GOTS certified cotton, produced by our GOTS certified
partner in India and Sri Lanka, among other things.
We care very much for the environment and sustainability is a
keyword for us in everything we do.
Above all we love children and wish for all children around the
world to be happy, safe and loved.
Michaela, the founder and designer of Fabelab has studied to
become an architect in Vienna together with Martina. Therefore
she has been following this fantastic project in India, and has
decided that it is time to participate more actively in the Anukruti
project. She and Martina have agreed on starting up a long-lasting
collaboration for Fabelab to contribute to the wonderful project
of Anukruti, and we are excited to be a part of this wonderful
mission.

Play is a basic necessity of all children in the world and an
important step in developing abilities, skills and knowledge, which
is a great part of the DNA of Fabelab, and the reason why we try

Make sure to follow the development on www.fabelab.dk where
we will make sure to always keep you updated on this new
collaboration and friendship with such an important agenda.

An organisation called Anukruti, which in Hindi means small,
creative spaces, aims to change that fact, by their goal which is to
build playgrounds for the children in Mumbai.
Their mission is to fulfill what all children are entitled to; The right
to play in safe, free and joyful spaces.

Use &
care
GENERAL WASH CARE:
For the best, long-lasting
results and with our
environment in mind, we
recommend washing our
products at 30 degrees.
In some cases, minimal
shrinking will occur.
CORN FIBRE FILLING:
We are proud about the fact
that we use corn fibre filling in
our rattles and buddies.
These can be washed and dried
in your washing machine.
Corn fibre is a great natural
alternative to polyester filling.
ORGANIC COTTON
FILLING:
We love to use organic cotton
wherever possible.
We often use it in our small
toys, wands and decoration
items.
Typically it is best to wipe with a
wet cloth to avoid any clumping
after washing.
RECYCLED POLYESTER
FILLING:
We use recycled polyester
filling in our products that
require a heavy washing
schedule as our blankets,
storage bags and cushions.
This way you get the longest
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life out of our products while
keeping things clean and fresh.
MUSIC MOBILES:
We recommend that these
products are wiped with a wet
cloth, not washed or soaked
to keep the music boxes inside
working well and in tune.
MAPLE WOODEN RINGS:
For the teethers we only use
natural and strong maple wood
with no chemical treatments.
Never soak or submerge the
wood in water completely, as it
will break eventually.
The maple wood has natural
self-cleaning elements, so a
good wipe with a damp cloth
is ok.
To get a longer life from the
product, we recommend
adding a drop of oil or rubbing
with natural beeswax to further
protect the surface and
prevent splinters.
STANDARD TEST:
We always test all toys by two
standards, EN-71-1 and -2
( Europe ), and also by the
different standards, which are
required according to specific
products, in all the different
countries, who have our
products in their range.
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BUDDY FOX
clay / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

SOFT RATTLE FOX
clay / 17 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre
filling, sound pill, crinkle paper

SOFT RATTLE DRAGON
olive / 17 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre
filling, sound pill, crinkle paper

BUDDY DRAGON
olive / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

BUDDY BEAR
ochre / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

SOFT RATTLE BEAR
ochre / 17 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre filling,
sound pill, crinkle paper

SOFT RATTLE BUNNY
mauve / 17 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre
filling, sound pill, crinkle paper

BUDDY BUNNY
mauve / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

BUDDY UNICORN
natural / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

SOFT RATTLE UNICORN
natural / 17 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre
filling, sound pill, crinkle paper

SOFT RATTLE BUNNY
icy grey / 17 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre
filling, sound pill, crinkle paper

BUDDY BUNNY
icy grey / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling
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MAUVE

OCHRE

BLUE SPRUCE

CHERRY

CINNAMON

OLIVE

ANIMAL RATTLE - BUNNY
mauve / 10 x 10 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling, soundpill

ANIMAL RATTLE - cat
foggy blue / 10 x 10 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling, soundpill

ANIMAL CUDDLE - BUNNY
mauve / 34 x 26 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling

ANIMAL CUDDLE - CAT
foggy blue / 34 x 26 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling

CUDDLE
DOLLSHEEP
SOFT
RATTLE
mauve // 10
x 12,5 cm
natural
17 cm
organic cotton, corn
recycled
fibrepolyester
filling sound pill, crinkle paper
filling,

ANIMAL RATTLE - Bear
ochre / 10 x 10 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling, soundpill

ANIMAL RATTLE - unicorn
natural / 10 x 10 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling, soundpill

ANIMAL CUDDLE - BEAR
ochre / 34 x 26 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling

ANIMAL CUDDLE - UNICORN
natural / 34 x 26 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling

TUMBLER PUFFIN
multi colour / 18 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling, sound bell

RATTLE - OCTOPUS
blue spruce / 22 x 10 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre filling, sound pill,
crinkle paper

RATTLE - OCTOPUS
ochre / 22 x 10 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre filling, sound pill,
crinkle paper

ANIMAL RATTLE - BUNNY
icy grey / 10 x 10 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling, sound pill

ANIMAL RATTLE - Bear
honey / 10 x 10 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling, sound pill

ANIMAL CUDDLE - BUNNY
icy grey / 34 x 26 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling

ANIMAL CUDDLE - BEAR
honey / 34 x 26 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling

PUPPET FRIEND
THEATER
DREAM
- toothfairy
RATTLE -DRAGONFLY
icy grey28
/ 10
x 10 cm
ochre
cmmauve
beach/grass,
/ 19 cm
organic cotton, bell
recycledpoly
polyester
organic
organic cotton,
cotton, cornand
filling, sound pill
filling, sound
pill
crinkle
paper,
lurex details
and crinkle
paper

RATTLE SOFT - SEAHORSE
beach grass / 28 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre filling, sound pill,
crinkle paper and lurex details

RATTLE - STARFISH
clay, blue spruce / 18 x 20 cm
organic cotton, corn filling
bell and crinkle paper

CUDDLE DOLL
ochre / 10 x 12,5 cm
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling
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THE OFFCUTS COLLECTION
-ever y piece matters

FABRIC BOOK - SMALL ADVENTURES
multi colour / 14 x 14 cm, 6 pages
organic cotton, crinkle paper, lurex details, recycled polyester filling

FABRIC BOOK - NATURE ADVENTURE
multi colour / 14 x 14 cm, 6 pages
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling
and crinkle paper

BALL - 12 assorted pieces in a bulk
multi colour / 12 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling

PEAR - 12 assorted pieces in a bulk
multi colour / 15 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling, sound pill

SOFT BLOCKS - ANIMALS
multi colour / 13 x 43 cm (stacked)
organic cotton, poly foam filling

OFFCUTS COLLECTION
In collaboration with our GOTS certified Indian
suppliers, we have chosen to reuse the fabric
residues of our own productions and turn them
into beautiful unique products.
We call it the Offcuts Collection and since the small
unique products will be made from the fabric that
is left, not two pieces are alike.
The look of the of the products depends 100% on
what colors are available from the production.
Each piece is assortet and a collective item.
ACTIVITY BLANKET - WOODS
multi colour / 50 cm - travel size
organic cotton, poly crinkle paper
and lurex details
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ACTIVITY BLANKET - RAINBOW
multi colour / 50 cm - travel size
organic cotton, poly crinkle paper
and lurex details

ACTIVITY BLANKET - UNDERWATER
multi colour / 50 cm - travel size
organic cotton, poly crinkle paper
and lurex details

FRUIT BAG - 12 assorted pieces in a bulk
multi / 20 x 17 cm
organic cotton

APPLE - 12 assorted pieces in a bulk
multi / 14 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling, sound pill
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DOLL BEDDING - LEAF
beach grass, evergreen / one size
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling

BIG DOLL - APPLE
foggy blue / 40 cm
organic cotton,
corn filling

ROPE DOLL BASKET
natural, mauve thread / 20 x 30 x 10 cm
organic cotton
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DOLL BEDDING - CLOUD
foggy blue, natural / one size
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling

BIG DOLL - BERRY
clay / 40 cm
organic cotton,
corn filling
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DOLL BEDDING - SHELL
mauve, clay / one size
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling

PLAY PURSE - LEAF
olive / 43 x 20 cm
organic cotton,
nickel free zipper

DOLL PRAM
natural white / 60 x 27 x 53 cm
wicker, organic cotton,
wood

PLAY PURSE - RAINBOW
multi colour / 42 x 21 cm
organic cotton,
nickel free zipper

PLAY PURSE - SHELL
clay, blue spruce / 42 x 22 cm
organic cotton,
nickel free zipper

PULL WAGON
natural white / 49 x 30 x 23 cm
wicker, organic cotton,
wood, cotton robe
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CROWN
ochre / 55 cm circumference
organic cotton, lurex elastic,
recycled polyester filling

WINGS - DRAGON
olive / 65 x 30 cm
organic cotton, poly foam filling,
lurex elastic

SHIELD AND SWORD
multi colour / 28 x 25 cm (shield) / 35 x 12 cm (sword)
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling

DOLL - FOREST ELF
multi colour / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

CROWN
CROWN
mauve / 55 cm circumference
dark
bluecotton,
/ 55 cm
circumference
organic
lurex
elastic,
organic
lurex
elastic, recycled polyester filling
recycledcotton,
polyester
filling

WINGS - RAINBOW
natural / 55 x 30 cm
organic cotton, poly foam filling,
lurex elastic

DOLL - SUPERHERO
multi colour / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

RATTLE BAT
multi colour / 18 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre filling,
sound pill

RAINBOW WAND
multi colour / 7 x 25 cm
organic cotton, viscose strings,
wooden handle, bell

DREAM FRIEND - UNICORN
natural / 28 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre filling,
rattle sound
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Doll - RAINBOW fairy
blue spruce / 28 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre
filling, crinkle paper

DOLL - toothfairy w. pouch
natural / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

DOLL - wizard
multi colour / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

DOLL - WINTER FAIRY
natural / 28 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

DREAM FRIEND - FAWN
ochre / 28 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre filling,
rattle sound

DOLL - MERMAID
beachgrass / 28 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre
filling, crinkle paper
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HAND PUPPET - DRAGON
olive / 20 x 12 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

HAND PUPPET - BEAR
ochre / 20 x 12 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

HAND PUPPET - DEER
clay / 20 x 12 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

pram garland - rainbow
multi colour / 50 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling

PUPPET THEATER
oak leaf / 160 x 70 cm
organic cotton canvas
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HAND PUPPET - UNICORN
natural / 20 x 12 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

POCKET FRIEND - BEAR
ochre / 12 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

POCKET FRIEND - UNICORN
natural / 12 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

POCKET FRIEND - BUNNY
foggy blue / 12 cm
corn fibre filling

POCKET FRIEND - BUNNY
mauve / 12 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling

POCKET FRIEND - fairy
clay / 12 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling, crinkle paper

POCKET FRIEND - fairy
blue spruce / 12 cm
organic cotton,
corn fibre filling, crinkle paper

pram garland - coastal
multi colour / 50 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling
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2 PACK
swaddle - RAINBOW
foggy blue / 120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

2 PACK
swaddle - OCEAN
blue spruce / 120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

2 PACK
swaddle - WOODLAND PATH
ochre / 120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

2 PACK
swaddle - wild berry
clay / 120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

2 PACK
swaddle - DANDELIONS
cinnamon / 120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

2 PACK
swaddle - OAK LEAF
olive / 120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

BERRY
cherry
clay
mauve

WOOD
natural
ochre
cinnamon
2 PACK
swaddle - AUTUMN MIST
mauve / 120 x 120 cm
organic cotton
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3 PACK
WASH CLOTH - COASTAL
olive, blue spruce, foggy blue / 22 X 22 cm
organic cotton
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CHANGING
PAD
2 PACK
blue
spruceCLOTH
/ 55 x 55-DANDELION
cm
MUSLIN
organic
cotton,
cinnamon
/ 60 recycled
x 60 cm polyester
filling,
lurex
elastic
organic
cotton

3 PACK
BANDANA BIB - WOOD
cinnamon, ochre, natural / 20 X 26 cm
organic cotton

BANDANA BIB
olive / 20 X 26 cm
organic cotton
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2 PACK
MUSLIN CLOTH - OCEAN
blue spruce / 60 x 60 cm
organic cotton
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2 PACK
MUSLIN CLOTH - RAINBOW
foggy blue / 60 x 60 cm
organic cotton

3 PACK
BANDANA BIB - BERRY
mauve, cherry, clay / 20 X 26 cm
organic cotton

2 PACK
MUSLIN CLOTH - OAK LEAF
olive / 60 x 60 cm
organic cotton

3 PACK
BANDANA BIB - COASTAL
foggy blue, blue spruce, olive / 20 X 26 cm
organic cotton

FOGGY BLUE

OLIVE

MAUVE

CINNAMON

BLUE SPRUCE

CLAY

swaddle
- CLAY BIB
MUSLIN FEEDING
120
120 cm/ 23 x 50 cm
bluexspruce
organic
organiccotton
cotton

3 PACK
swaddle - BLUE SPRUCE
RUFFLE BIB - WOOD
120 x 120 cm
cinnamon, ochre, natural / 18 x 20 cm
organic cotton
organic cotton

3 PACK
swaddle - FOGGY BLUE
RUFFLE BIB - BERRY
120 x 120 cm
mauve, cherry, clay / 18 x 20 cm
organic cotton
organic cotton

3 PACK
swaddle - ICY GREY
RUFFLE BIB - COASTAL
120 x 120 cm
foggy blue, blue spruce, olive / 18 x 20 cm
organic cotton
organic cotton

FOGGY BLUE

OLIVE

FOGGY BLUE

OLIVE

MAUVE

CINNAMON

MAUVE

CINNAMON

BLUE SPRUCE

CLAY

BLUE SPRUCE

CLAY

swaddle - CINNAMON
RUFFLE BIB
120 x 120 cm
cinnamon / 23 x 50 cm
organic cotton
organic cotton
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swaddle - ICY GREY
120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

swaddle - CLAY
120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

swaddle - BLUE SPRUCE
120 x 120 cm
organic cotton
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swaddle - MAUVE
120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

TEETHER BUTTERFLY
blue spruce / 20 cm
organic cotton, wooden ring

swaddle - FOGGY BLUE
120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

CHANGING PAD
mauve / 55 x 55 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling,
lurex elastic

FOGGY BLUE

OLIVE

MAUVE

CINNAMON

BLUE SPRUCE

CLAY

CHANGING PAD
blue spruce / 55 x 55 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling,
lurex elastic

CINNAMON

MAUVE

BLUE SPRUCE

swaddle - CINNAMON
120 x 120 cm
organic cotton
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swaddle - OCHRE
120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

swaddle - OLIVE GREEN
120 x 120 cm
organic cotton

TEETHER BUTTERFLY
blue spruce / 20 cm
organic cotton, wooden ring
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bathrobe
ochre / age 3 -8
organic cotton
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bathrobe
mauve / age 3 -8
organic cotton
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bathrobe
blue spruce / age 3 -8
organic cotton

PONCHO
cinnamon / age 3 -8
organic cotton

PONCHO
mauve / age 3 -8
organic cotton

PONCHO
blue spruce / age 3 -8
organic cotton

PONCHO
olive green / age 3 -8
organic cotton

TOWEL - BABY
ochre / 110 x 160 cm
organic cotton

TOWEL - BABY
mauve / 110 x 160 cm
organic cotton

TOWEL - BABY
blue spruce / 110 x 160 cm
organic cotton

Craft smock
ochre / toddler size
organic cotton, acrylic coating

Craft smock
mauve / toddler size
organic cotton, acrylic coating

Craft smock
blue spruce / toddler size
organic cotton, acrylic coating
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CUSHION - ACORN
cinnamon / 23x 16 cm
organic cotton, recycled
polyester filling

CUSHION - HUT OCHRE
ochre / 23 x 19 cm
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling

ANIMAL CUSHION - bunny
mauve / 15 x 20 cm
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling
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CUSHION - LEAF
olive / 21 x 18 cm
organic cotton, recycled
polyester filling

CUSHION - PEAR
beach grass / 25 x 15 cm
organic cotton, recycled
polyester filling

CUSHION - HOUSE GREEN
beach grass / 23 x 19 cm
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling

CUSHION - HOUSE RED
cinnamon / 23 x 19 cm
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling

ANIMAL CUSHION - BEAR
honey / 15 x 20 cm
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling

CUSHION - MUSHROOM
clay / 22 x 20 cm
organic cotton, recycled
polyester filling

ANIMAL CUSHION PIRATE BUNNY
icy grey / 15 x 20 cm
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling

ANIMAL CUSHION - FOX
rosewood / 15 x 20 cm
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling
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ROPE BASKET - SMALL
natural, ochre / 20 x 25 cm
organic cotton

ROPE BASKET - SMALL
mauve / 20 x 22 cm
organic cotton

storage bag - bunny
mauve / 60 x 40 cm
organic cotton canvas, recycled polyester filling

storage bag -bunny
icy grey / 60 x 40 cm
organic cotton canvas, recycled polyester filling

ROPE BASKET - LARGE
blue spruce / 34 x 40 cm
organic cotton

ROPE BASKET - SMALL
blue spruce / 20 x 22 cm
organic cotton

storage bag - cat
foggy blue / 60 x 40 cm
organic cotton canvas, recycled polyester filling

storage bag - bear
ochre / 60 x 40 cm
organic cotton canvas, recycled polyester filling

ROPE BASKET - LARGE
ochre / 34 x 40 cm
organic cotton

ROPE BASKET - SMALL
cinnamon / 20 x 22 cm
organic cotton

storage bag - bunny - SMALL
mauve / 22 x 28 cm
organic cotton canvas,
recycled polyester filling

storage bag - bunny - SMALL
icy grey / 22 x 28 cm
organic cotton canvas,
recycled polyester filling

storage bag - cat - SMALL
foggy blue / 22 x 28 cm
organic cotton canvas,
recycled polyester filling

storage bag - bear - SMALL
ochre / 22 x 28 cm
organic cotton canvas,
recycled polyester filling
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BEDDING - CINNAMON
size: 70 x 100 cm / 100 x 140 cm / 140 x 200 cm
organic cotton, natural trim

BEDDING - OLIVE GREEN
size: 70 x 100 cm / 100 x 140 cm / 140 x 200 cm
organic cotton, natural trim

BEDDING - FOGGY BLUE
size: 70 x 100 cm / 100 x 140 cm / 140 x 200 cm
organic cotton, golden trim

BEDDING - BLUE SPRUCE
size: 70 x 100 cm / 100 x 140 cm / 140 x 200 cm
organic cotton, golden trim

BEDDING - MAUVE
size: 70 x 100 cm / 100 x 140 cm / 140 x 200 cm
organic cotton, golden trim

SLEEP BUMPER
ochre / 180 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
and organic cotton filling

BLANKET RAINBOW
multi colour / 80 x 110 cm
organic cotton,
recycled polyester filling
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WALL POCKET
ochre, natural / 40 x 50 cm
organic cotton canvas
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BED POCKET
natural, ochre / 22x 23 cm
organic cotton canvas

wall pocket - bunny
mauve / 46 x 36 cm
organic cotton canvas, cork,
lurex elastic

wall pocket - cat
foggy blue / 46 x 36 cm
organic cotton canvas, cork,
lurex elastic

wall pocket - pirate
icy grey / 46 x 36 cm
organic cotton canvas, cork,
lurex elastic

wall pocket - bear
honey / 46 x 36 cm
organic cotton canvas, cork,
lurex elastic

pencil case - BUNNY
mauve / 22 x 12 cm
organic cotton canvas,
nickel free zipper

pencil case - cat
foggy blue / 22 x 12 cm
organic cotton canvas,
nickel free zipper

pencil case - BUNNY
icy grey / 22 x 12 cm
organic cotton canvas,
nickel free zipper

pencil case - bear
honey / 22 x 12 cm
organic cotton canvas,
nickel free zipper

FOLDED

BLANKET PATCHWORK DIAMOND
multi colour / 140 x 200 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling

SHIP BLANKET - COASTAL
multi colour / 90 x 90 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling

FOLDED

DREAMY BIRD BLANKET
mauve / 80 x 80 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling
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FOLDED

DREAMY BIRD BLANKET
foggy blue / 80 x 80 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester filling

pencil case - unicorn
natural / 22 x 12 cm
organic cotton canvas, nickel free zipper

pencil case - rainbow
natural / 22 x 12 cm
organic cotton canvas, nickel free zipper

pencil case - bear
ochre / 22 x 12 cm
organic cotton canvas, nickel free zipper
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ROPE PURSE
cinnamon / 17 x 17 cm
organic cotton

ROPE PURSE
mauve / 17 x 17 cm
organic cotton

ROPE PURSE
natural, ochre / 17 x 17 cm
organic cotton

OLIVE

MAUVE

BLUE SPRUCE
GYM BAG
cinnamon / 38 x 22 cm
organic cotton canvas, nickel free zipper

OLIVE

MAUVE

cinnamon
TOTE BAG
blue spruce / 40 x 70 cm
organic cotton canvas
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STROLLER ORGANIZER
blue spruce / 14 x 40 cm
organic cotton canvas, fused
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PENCIL CASE - SHELL
clay / 26 x 11 cm
organic cotton canvas

COIN POUCH - UNICORN
natural / 10 x 10 cm
organic cotton canvas, nickel free zipper
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COIN POUCH - SHELL
clay / 10 x 14 cm
organic cotton canvas

COIN POUCH - LEAF
olive / 11 x 14 cm
organic cotton canvas

COIN POUCH - BUNNY
mauve / 10 x 10 cm
organic cotton canvas, nickel free zipper
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PENCIL CASE - LEAF
olive / 24 x 12 cm
organic cotton canvas

LUNCH BAG - BUNNY
mauve / 19 x 22 cm
organic cotton

TOOTH FAIRY POUCH
white / 9 x 8 cm
organic cotton canvas, viscose string

LUNCH BAG - CAT
foggy blue / 19 x 22 cm
organic cotton

LUNCH BAG - BEAR
ochre / 19 x 22 cm
organic cotton

COIN POUCH - BEAR
honey / 10 x 10 cm
organic cotton canvas, nickel free zipper

LUNCH BAG - FOX
clay / 19 x 22 cm
organic cotton

LUNCH BAG - BUNNY
icy grey / 19 x 22 cm
organic cotton

LUNCH BAG - UNICORN
natural / 19 x 22 cm
organic cotton
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MUSIC MOBILE - bEAR
ochre / 14 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre filling,
music box

MUSIC MOBILE - RAINBOW
natural / 22 x 11 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling, natural pine wood, mucic box

RAINBOW SKY MOBILE
natural / 20 x 50 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling, viscose strings, brass ring
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MUSIC MOBILE - bUNNY
mauve / 14 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre filling,
music box

RAINBOW cloud
white / 18 x 64 cm
organic cotton, recycled polyester
filling, viscose strings

GARLAND - RAINBOW
multi / 150 cm, 12 flags
organic cotton

ROPE RAINBOW - BIG
multi colour / 33 x 27 cm
organic cotton

MUSIC MOBILE - UNICORN
natural / 14 cm
organic cotton, corn fibre filling,
music box, lurex details

ROPE RAINBOW - SMALL
multi colour / 14 x 15 cm
organic cotton

GARLAND - COASTAL
multi / 150 cm, 12 flags
organic cotton
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BACK

made from
production
offcuts

CORAL CASTLE KIT
multi colour / 20 x 20 x 15 cm
recycled polyester felt

PIGGY BANK craft - BUNNY
mauve / 13 cm
recycled polyester felt, cotton thread, needle

fringe wall hanging craft
multi / 10 x 20 cm
organic cotton, brass ring

BACK

PIRATE FRIEND kit
multi colour / 12 cm
recycled polyester felt

MERMAID FRIEND kit
multi colour / 12 cm, 2 pieces
recycled polyester felt

PIGGY BANK craft - BEAR
ochre / 13 cm
recycled polyester felt, cotton thread, needle

CHARM CRAFT - FAIRY & UNICORN
natural, mauve / 10 cm, 2 pieces
recycled polyester felt, cotton thread, needle

BACK

JELLY FISH kit
multi colour / 12 cm, 5 pieces
recycled polyester felt, cotton string, recycled polyester filling, needle
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SEA CREATURE craft
multi colour / 12 cm, 5 pieces
recycled polyester felt, cotton string, recycled polyester filling, needle

PIGGY BANK craft - UNICORN
natural / 13 cm
recycled polyester felt, cotton thread, needle

CHARM CRAFT - BEAR & BUNNY
ochre, grey / 10 cm, 2 pieces
recycled polyester felt, cotton thread, needle
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I N F O R M AT I O N

fabelab/

@ FIVE_MAKE_A_HOME

@ WOODLIEWOOD

GENERAL INFO & INQUIRIES

info@fabelab.dk
PRESS INQUIRIES

press@fabelab.dk
@ KARINABAK

STUDIO / SHOWROOM

@ LINDAEMIILIIA

A special thanks to all our wonderful
SoMe partners, customers and fans all
over the world.
Thank You for posting the most beautiful pictures of our dear Fabelab friends.
We really appreciate your love for our
products and brand.
See all the wonderful images on
Instagram @fabelabdk

FABELAB

Nansensgade 73
@ KRITTEWITT

Copenhagen K 1366
Denmark
www.fabelab.dk
PHOTOGRAPHY CHOKI LINDBERG

@ DANIELLAELTON

FOLLOW US/

All the best from Fabelab
WWW.FABELAB.DK

FABELABDK

@ MAJKENTHRANE
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WWW.MINIMAKERS.DK

FABELAB.MINIMAKERS

@ LILLENIEK
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